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We evaluate the multi-bunch beam loading in the recirculating
linacs (RLAs) of the CERN neutrino factory, and show that the re-
sulting energy variation along the bunch train can be reduced to an
acceptable level, while maintaining a high average acceleration, by a
proper choice of the rf phase and a bunch spacing slightly dierent




The design of the muon recirculating linacs is described in Ref. [1]. Due to beam
loading in the µRLAs, the energy variation between leading and trailing bunches
is about 0.73% [2], assuming that the cavities are on resonance. The energy
shift along the bunch train is larger than the rms beam energy spread in the muon
storage ring (0.5%), and it needs to be reduced by a compensation scheme. While
in µRLA1 the muon beam lls the complete circumference, in µRLA2 long gaps
between bunch trains may complicate the beam loading compensation in some of
the schemes proposed [3] In this note, we study the possibility of beam loading
compensation by a bunch spacing slightly dierent from an integer multiple of
λrf , as suggested by E. Keil [2]. In this case, there is no qualitative dierence
between RLA1 and RLA2. To be specic, we assume that the RLA linacs employ
LEP-type cavities. Table 1 lists relevant cavity and beam parameters [4].
Table 1: Beam and cavity parameters
parameter symbol value
repetition rate frep 75 Hz
injected no. of muons per second _N 1.30, 1.14 1014
R/Q value R/Q 464 Ω
unloaded Q Q0 > 3 109
loaded Q of coupler QL 2 106
relative passband 2(fp − f0)/(fp + f0) 1.76%
rf frequency frf 352 MHz
injection energy Einj 2, 10 GeV
number of passes npass 4
number of linacs nlinac 2
cavities per rf module ncav 1 4, 4 4 cells
no. rf modules per linac nmod 100, 128
module voltage Umad 10, 40 MV
linac voltage Ulin 1, 5 GV
linac length llinac 340, 1906 m
energy spread in µSR σδ,f 0.005
cavity lling time Tfill = 2QL/ωrf 1.8 ms
total RLA passage time tpass 10.8, 60.3 µs
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2 Formulae






where U is the cavity voltage and P the rf power. The quality factor Q is related










where R/Q depends on the geometry of the cavity. The energy extracted by a
bunch train is
W  _NeU/frep (4)








and the tuning angle






where Tf = 2QL/ωrf is the ll time, and QL denotes the loaded Q of the cavity.





~V ng , (7)
where we separated the beam induced voltage and the generator voltage.
The generator voltage seen by the nth bunch is
~V ng = Vc0 exp(iφ0 + iθn) (8)
with Vc0 the nominal peak voltage, φ0 the nominal phase of the rst bunch, and
θn/ωrf the deviation in arrival time at the cavities from a multiple of the rf
period between bunch n and bunch 1. We will later consider the special case of
a linear phase variation along the bunch train,
θn = nφ, (9)
where φ is the bunch-to-bunch phase slippage.
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The beam-induced voltage at the arrival of the rst bunch is zero, ~V 1b = 0.
For later bunches it can be computed recursively. The beam-induced voltage at
the passage of the nth bunch is described by [6]
~V n+1b = −2kq exp(iφ) + ~V nb exp(i~ωTb + iφ + i~ω φ/ωrf) (10)
with k the loss factor of the fundamental mode, q the charge per bunch, Tb the
nominal bunch spacing (as dened by the rf frequency), and
~ω = ω0 − ωrf + i ω0
2QL
. (11)
Since the lling time is much larger than the total passage time, tpass, for
simplicity we may also neglect the decay of the voltage across the bunch train
and consider exp(−ω0tpass/(2QL))  1. If the cavities are also tuned on resonance
(ω0 = ωrf), we have ~ω = 0.
Figure 1 shows the net voltage evolution along the bunch train at the end
of RLA1, computed from Eqs. (7), (8), and (10), considering the case that all
bunches are on crest of the generator voltage (φ0 = 0, φ = 0), and ~ω = 0.
The energy variation along the train amounts to about 1.4% peak to peak.
We will now consider a bunch train passing through a long linac with total
accelerating voltage and fundamental-mode loss factor equal to 8 times that of
a single linac in the real RLA (a factor 2 accounts for the two RLA linacs, the
other factor of 4 for the four passes). In doing so we ignore the fact that the
beam performs several passages through the same cavities.
For cavities tuned on resonance, the two treatments are equivalent, if for sub-
sequent turns one identies the sum of generator voltage and previously induced
voltage with an eective generator voltage. The rf phase reference and amplitude
must be adjusted accordingly. The magnitude of these corrections is computed
in Section 4.
3 Approximate Solution
We approximate the dierence in Eq. (10) by a dierential equation:
d ~V nb
dn















where we have used the approximation
e(e
i∆φ−1)n  ei∆φn, (14)
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Figure 1: Voltage droop (normalized to the peak generator voltage) as a function
of bunch number with cavities tuned on resonance. Left: all bunches are placed
on the crest of the generator rf wave, i.e., the initial phase oset and bunch-to-
bunch phase slippage are zero (φ0 = 0 rad and φ = 0 rad). Right: Same as
the left picture, but for parameters φ0 = −0.6 rad and φ = 0.008 rad, where
the bunches are far o the crest, Shown are both the exact recursive solution
of Eqs. (7), (8), (9), (10), and the approximate expression, Eq. (15). They are
indistinguishable.
which is valid for small φ. We can now add ~Vb and ~Vg. The real part of the
total voltage at bunch n is
Vtot,n = Vc0 cos(φ0 + φ n)− 2kq cos(φ n/2) sin(φ (n− 1)/2)
sin(φ/2)
. (15)
Figure 1 compares the approximate solution of Eq. (15) with the exact recur-
sive calculation described in the previous section, for the parameters of RLA1,
assuming a total loss factor (4 passes through the 2 linacs) of k = 208 V/pC,
total accelerating voltage Vco = 8 GV, and 400 bunches with 4.3109 muons per
bunch, spaced by 22.7 ns. The two pictures refer to two dierent sets of values
for phase slippage φ and initial phase oset φ0. Note that, although we have
chosen a specic set of numbers for illustration, the multi-bunch beam loading
of the fundamental cavity mode depends only on the total muon charge and the
length of the train.
The variation of energy gain along the bunch train is described by the deriva-
tive of Vtot,n with respect to n:
∂Vtot,n
∂n
= −Vco φ sin(φ0 + nφ)− kq φ cos(φ (n− 1/2))
sin(φ/2)
. (16)
Attempting to minimize the nal energy variation along the train, we require
that this derivative is zero at the centre of the train, i.e., for n = nmax/2, where
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nmax denotes the total number of bunches. This condition can be rewritten as
cosφ0 + sinφ0cot(nmaxφ/2)




We note that if (kq) = 0, i.e., in the absence of beam loading, φ = 0 is a
solution for any value of φ0, as it should be.
Assuming, as before, that the phase slippage between bunches is small, jφj 
1, Eq. (17) simplies to
cosφ0
cot(n φ/2)





If we further assume that the initial phase oset of the generator voltage is also
small, jφ0j  pi/2, we solve for φ0 as







The approximate solution of the optimum φ0 as a function of bunch-to-bunch
phase slippage φ, Eq. (19), is illustrated in the left picture of Fig. 2, along with
the numerical solution of the more accurate Eq. (18), for the RLA1 parameters.
Figure 2: Left: Approximate value of φ0 for which the total voltage is maximum
at the centre of the batch as a function of phase slip per bunch, φ according to
Eq. (19) [lower curve] and numerical solution of Eq. (18) [upper curve]. Right:
Total voltage as a function of bunch number, Eq. (20), with optimum φ0 according
to Eq. (19) and various values of the phase slippage φ, namely φ = 0.001
(flattest curve), 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, and 0.005.
We still have to optimize the phase shift between bunches. One approach may
be to maximize the overall accelerating voltage, while conning the peak-to-peak
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energy excursion along the bunch train. To compute the total voltage, we insert
φ0, Eq. (19), into Eq. (15) and obtain:










−2kq cos(φ n/2) sin(φ (n− 1)/2)
sin(φ/2)
(20)
The right picture of Fig. 2 shows the total voltage along the bunch train, Eq. (20),
with φ0 chosen according to Eq. (19) for various values of φ. Figure 3 (left)
depicts the total voltage at the centre of the bunch train, Vtot,nmax/2, as a func-
tion of φ. Figure 3 (right) depicts the average energy gain, < Vtot,n >n=∑
n Vtot,n/nmax.
Figure 3: Left: Total voltage at the bunch train centre, Eq. (20), as a function
of the phase slip per bunch, φ, with optimum φ0 chosen according to Eq. (19).
Right: Average voltage < Vtot,n >n as a function of φ, for RLA1 computed
from Eqs. (15) and (18).
We can also try to directly minimize the voltage dierence between the centre
and ends of the bunch train, again choosing φ0 according to Eq. (19), i.e., such
that the maximum voltage is experienced at the centre of the bunch train. In




jVtot,nmax/2(φ)− Vtot,1(φ)j, jVtot,nmax/2(φ)− Vtot,nmax(φ)j
]
.(21)
Figure 4 (left) shows the peak-to-peak energy variation, Eq. (21), respectively,
as a function of the phase slippage φ. Figures 3 (right) and 4 (left) can now be
used for further optimization. For example we may require that the maximum
(peak-to-peak) energy variation along the train should not be larger than a third
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Figure 4: Left: Peak to peak voltage dierence along bunch train for RLA1
according to Eq. (21), either using the approximate formula for φ0, Eq. (19)
[upper curve] or the more precise numerical solution of Eq. (18) [lower curve].
Right: Voltage droop (normalized to the peak generator voltage) as a function of
bunch number, with an initial rf phase oset of φ0 = −0.171 rad, and a bunch-
to-bunch phase slip of φ = 0.0005 rad. The cavities are tuned on resonance. To
this curve we must still add a constant voltage drop of −0.53%, which accounts
for the turn-to-turn beam loading (see Section 4).
of the half momentum acceptance of the muon storage ring (1.5%) or 0.5%.
From this we nd φ = 0.0005 rad and the corresponding phase oset φ0 =
−0.1713 rad. Smaller values of φ would yield even smaller energy variations,
at the expense of acceleration. The right picture of Fig. 4 shows the energy
variation along the bunch train so obtained, which should be compared with the
uncompensated case of Fig. 1 (left). The average accelerating voltage amounts
to 98.87% of the peak voltage. In section 4 we show that this is further reduced
by 0.53% for all bunches, due to multi-turn beam loading.
The calculation for RLA2 gives almost the same result, since we use the same
cavities and both the accelerating voltage and total loss factor are increased by a
factor of 4. The only dierence is a slight decrease in beam current, due to muon
decay, thanks to which, for φ = 0.0005 rad, the initial phase oset is reduced
to φ0 = −0.163 rad, and the average accelerating voltage increased to 99.00%.
Summarizing this section, we have approximated the dierence equation de-
scribing the beam loading along the bunch train by a dierential equation. This
equation was further simplied, by considering the case of no detuning and a total
passage time much shorter than the cavity ll time, and by restricting the analy-
sis to small values of initial phase oset and bunch-to-bunch phase slippage. We
have compared the approximate solution with more accurate numerical evalua-
tions, and have found an excellent agreement, for the parameter range of interest.
We have ignored the fact that the beam traverses the same linac on successive
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turns, and instead have treated the problem of a beam passing through a sin-
gle long linac. The result should be the same as for a multi-pass system, if on
successive turns the beam-loading voltage induced on previous turns plus the
generator voltage are combined and considered as an eective generator voltage.
The amplitude of this eective voltage will vary slightly from turn to turn and
so will its phase. The turn-to-turn phase variation must be taken into account in
the tuning of the arc path length. Most likely this will happen empirically during
beam operation, e.g., by optimizing the beam energy prole on a spectrometer.
In the next section we estimate the turn-by-turn phase shift that is required with
respect to the original generator voltage.
4 Phase Adjustment for Successive Turns
As mentioned, we have ignored the fact that the bunch train passes several (4)
times through the same accelerating structures and will thus experience the volt-
age induced on previous passages. Since in our example the cavities are tuned
on resonance, the generator voltage and the beam-induced voltage oscillate at
the same frequency, and on subsequent turns we can consider the sum of the two
as an eective generator voltage. This eective voltage is reduced in amplitude
and, more importantly, phase shifted with respect to the drive frequency. Here
we estimate the additional phase shift and the change in amplitude.








where npass (npass = 4) denotes the total number of passages and, as before, Vc0
is the total accelerating voltage, summed over the npass passes. The superscript
(1) refers to the rst turn. In phasor notation, the total cavity voltage after the






























The additional turn-by-turn phase shift is roughly given by the inverse ratio of















Under our usual assumption that φ  1 (φnmax may still be large), we can
























For the RLA1 parameters, with φ0 = −0.171 rad, and φ = 0.0005 rad, this
evaluates to a phase change of φ0 = −0.00052 rad per turn. This change is
small compared with the initial oset φ0. If it remains uncorrected, the peak-to-
peak energy variation increases by about 0.05%.
The relative change in the eective voltage amplitude from turn to turn is
























For our optimized parameters this evaluates to a decrease of the eective peak
voltage of 0.35% per turn, or 0.53% total when averaged over 4 passages.
5 Comparison with f Scheme
E. Keil pointed out that the nal result for RLA1, shown in the right picture of
Fig. 4, is similar to those he obtained using a f beam-loading compensation
scheme [7]. The f compensation [8] is based on operating the two linacs at
slightly dierent rf frequencies frf,0  frf . Introducing the wave number k =





sin(φ0 + k0zn + kzn)− Vc0
2
sin(φ0 + k0zn −kzn)
= Vc0 cos(φ0 + kzn) sin(k zn)
= Vc0 cos φ0 sin(k zn)
= Vc0 cos φ0 sin(α∆fn) (28)
where zn denotes the longitudinal position of the nth bunch and, in this scheme,
zn = npλrf , with p integer. The coecient of the bunch counter n in the argument
of the sine function is α∆f = pkλrf . In Eq. (28) we have assumed that the
initial phases of the rf voltages are exactly pi apart. Without this assumption,
one still obtains a sine wave with argument α∆fn, but of dierent phase oset
and amplitude.
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On the other hand, the compensation method which we have considered in
this report employs a bunch spacing that is not an integer multiple of the rf
wavelength, i.e., here we may write zn = npλrf + zn, where zn = czn (cz
is a constant) denotes the deviation from the synchronous spacing. The latter
increases linearly along the bunch train. In this scheme, which we may call the
‘z’ scheme, all cavities are operated at the same frequency, and the total voltage
is
Vtot,∆z = Vc0 cos(φ0 + kzn)
Vc0 cos(φ0 + 2pip+ kzn)
Vc0 cos(φ0 + czn) (29)
As in Eq. (28) we obtain a sine or cosine function whose argument varies linearly
with the bunch number.
The coecient pkλrf of the f scheme plays the same role as the coecient
cz in the z scheme. Specically, the bunch-to-bunch phase slippage φ =
0.0005 rad of our numerical example corresponds to cz = zn/n = 68 µm. The










which with p = 2, i.e., for bunches spaced by twice the rf wavelength, evaluates
to k/k = 4 10−5.
As we have discussed in Section 4, for optimum compensation in the z
scheme the arc path length between subsequent turns should be adjusted by a
small fraction of the rf wavelength. Larger path-length changes may be required
during commissioning for variable beam current. Also the alternative f scheme
demands a proper choice of path length between turns, so as to maintain the de-
sired rf phase relation between the two linacs. The tolerances on the path-length
control will be roughly the same for the two methods. Since in both cases the
rf frequency shift depends on the magnitude of the beam loading, either scheme
will likely require magnetic chicanes for operation at dierent beam currents.
6 Higher-Order Modes
According to Ref. [4], the excitation of the fundamental mode amounts to only
20% of the single-bunch energy loss, the rest being attributed to higher-order
modes and tapers. Ideally the higher-order modes will be strongly damped within
a few bunches. In that case their eect will prove negligible. On the other
hand, if these modes are only weakly damped, they could be included in the
phasor formalism presented here. But the resulting expressions can no longer
be simplied in the same way as for the fundamental mode alone, except for
higher-order mode frequencies which are exact multiples of the base frequency.
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7 Conclusion
We have derived approximative analytical expressions describing multi-bunch
beam loading. Applying these to the RLAs of the CERN neutrino factory, we
have shown that a bunch spacing which is slightly dierent from an integer mul-
tiple of the rf wavelength can reduce the bunch-to-bunch energy variation caused
by the fundamental cavity mode to an acceptable level, with less than 2% reduc-
tion in the average accelerating gradient. In actual operation, the bunch spacing
will stay constant, and the RLA rf frequency will be adjusted for varying beam
current. The change required is smaller than typical bandwidths of klystrons
and tuning ranges of cavities. We have treated the beam loading problem by a
single pass approach. A more precise calculation implies small turn-by-turn ad-
justments to the generator rf phase in order to compensate for the cavity-voltage
component induced by the beam on its previous turns. However, using present
RLA parameters, the turn-to-turn phase changes required appear insignicant.
Finally, higher-order cavity modes | not included in our calculation | may
increase the bunch-to-bunch energy variation, unless they are strongly damped.
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